RULES AND REGULATION TO RAGGING

RAGGING IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED

1. **RAGGING IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED**

2. As per the directive of the Honorable Supreme Court, the Dental Council of India and the RGUHS an Anti – Ragging committee has been constituted in Dr. SRDCH &RC headed by the Principal and other faculty to control and check ragging and counsel the students.

3. **ANY STUDENT INDULGING IN ANY FORM OF RAGGING WILL BE RUSTICATED / EXPELLED FROM THE INSTITUTION IMMEDIATELY.**

The institution has also erected hoarding / billboard / banners in suitable prominent places within the campus instructing the students to prevent or not to indulge in ragging and also indicating therein, the names of officials and their telephone numbers to be contacted in case of ragging. In case concern students indulge in ragging despite the instructions on ragging, strict action shall be initiated against the concerned students as per the guidelines given by the honorable Supreme Court of the India in its order date 16.5.2007 and action taken in the matter will be reported to the under Secretary, Ministry of Human Resource Development, New Delhi, Direct under Information to the Dental council of India.

- Anyone indulging in ragging is likely to be punished appropriately with punishment which may include expulsion or suspension from the Institution or class for limited Period or fine with Public Apology.

The Punishment May also take the shape of:

Withholding scholarships or other benefits

Debarring from Representation in events withholding Results

Suspension or expulsion from hostel or mess, and the like.